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Why select ProMax as
your training partner?

Incorporates a digital learning platform so all salespeople, regardless of the size of their 
property, have the opportunity to participate in proven sales training and have the tools 
to be more successful.  

For over 24 years ProMax has successfully helped media companies ~ such as McClatchy, Scripps Howard, Nexstar, 
New York Times Media Group, NPG and Halifax to name only a few ~ increase profits.  What makes ProMax different 
from other training companies?  ProMax has a significant number of media-specific tools to assist your company in 
developing and implementing a world-class sales initiative designed to achieve your revenue goals.  

Company-Wide 
Sales Initiative

Guides your organization in executing a company-wide sales initiative focused on a proven 
and repeatable sales process that is designed to create high performance sales teams and 
secure long-term client partnerships.  Ensures a platform for common language, 
performance metrics, follow-up, accountability and success.

Includes onsite training for immediate revenue growth, as well as webinars to reach all 
employees.  Programs teach the skills that are necessary to be competitive in today’s 
complex environment.  

Incorporates media-specific, reproducible and proven content-rich materials for current and 
future employee development.

Saves your company significant time and effort in curriculum and program 
development.  ProMax materials are constantly updated and refined to meet current 
challenges as the selling and media environments evolve.

Incorporates a train-the-trainer certification program for company-wide implementation to 
develop top performers, proactive leaders and training champions.

Onsite & Webinar 
Training

Media-Specific, 
Reproducible Materials

Comprehensive 
Curriculum

Train-the-Trainer 
Certification

New Employee 
Onboarding

Digital Learning
Platform

Provides an opportunity to incorporate premier training in new employee onboarding so all 
salespeople begin selling “the right way, to get the right results” as quickly as possible.  
This ramps sales success quickly and reduces employee churn.

Video Platform
Review Kits

Incorporates Review Kits for each training program so managers are able to promote 
practice, retention and application of new skills and knowledge.

Audio Platform Incorporates audio versions of the training for review of the techniques in the field so 
salespeople are able to immediately apply them to lower resistance and increase sales.

Self-Study Materials
& Job Aids 

Includes self-study learning materials and job aids, for current and future employees to assist 
them in internalizing and applying proactive techniques to increase new business.

Ongoing Consultation Provides guidance as needed, to achieve ongoing implementation and success.
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